
TOPTOWER

CENTREX

6m LengthsDucting - PVC c/w Jubilee Clip

Motor

Casing / Stand

Finish

Weight

Dimensions (H/W/L) mm

Warranty Period

918 (540) 4320 (2500)

150 (6”) 315 (12”)

1 phase ½ HP 0.37Kw

Mild Steel

Powder Coated Blue

15 Kg 14 Kg

310x310x375 450x310x400

12 Months

The Twister power fan is made from tough mild steel and is finished
in a hard wearing epoxy powder coating, to withstand the rigours of heavy
industrial use.

Ducting can be added to make fume removal easy and convenient.

By connecting a number of machines and ducts together the Twister Power 
fans can be used to extract or replenish air over considerable distances.

The Twister power fan moves air at a phenomenal 4320 m/hr and therefore
is the perfect solution for most VENTILATING, COOLING & EXTRACTING
requirements.

The centrex is a multi functional air Blower / fume extraction unit
which is powerful but compact. 

The centrex is used extensively in the tool hire, sewer relining
and welding industries and in fitting shops where petrol and diesel
engines have to be tested and run for some time. 
  
The Centrex will extract weld fumes, smoke, exhaust fumes and 
small quantities of dry grinding dust from most working environments, 
and with COSHH regulations being strongly enforced the Centrex is
an essential item for environments were air contamination is common. 

When used with ducting and the fume collection hood (with magnetic 
attachment) the Centrex enables convenient and portable 
extraction exactly where it is needed.

APPL ATIONSIC

Diameter - Inlet/Outlet mm

TOOL HIRE JOINERY SHOPS

SEWER RELINING

FOUNDRIES

FACTORIES

WELDING

COOLING

& MANY MORE

Air Movement - M³ / hr (CFM)

Technical Specification Centrex Twister
Centrex & Dust Bag

TWISTER

Twister & Ducting

Twister Accessories

Centrex Accessories

FUME EXTRACTORS
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